Run Continuity

Quick Reference Guide

Prerequisites

On Microsoft Windows

Use this guide to get started with Continuity and
learn more about its features.

Continuity is a cross-platform application, meaning it
can run on several di erent Operating Systems “OS”
(being Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS or Linux
with a Gnome GUI such as Ubuntu Desktop).

•

Move the Continuity folder to a location on your
computer that is not your Windows “Downloads”
folder. In later versions of Windows, Continuity
may be blocked from accessing its con guration
les from within the Downloads folder.

•

Open the Continuity application folder and run
Continuity by double-clicking on the Continuity.exe
le.

•

NB. You may be asked by Windows to accept the
risk of running an application downloaded from the
Internet the rst time you run Continuity.exe.

Continuity

Download Continuity
You can get hold of the latest version of Continuity
through the Download page on the Continuity web
site.
1. Download the relevant version of Continuity for
your OS from the Continuity web site.
2. Continuity comes in a .zip archive le along with a
set of useful resources. Once downloaded, unzip
the archive le to a location on your computer.

On Apple Mac OS
•

Move the Continuity.app le to a location on your
computer that is not your “Downloads” folder (e.g.
to /Applications). In later versions of Mac OS,
Continuity may be blocked from accessing its
con guration les from within the Downloads
folder.

•

Run Continuity by double-clicking on the
Continuity.app le.

•

NB. You may be warned by Mac OS about running
a downloaded application. You may need to rightclick Continuity.app and select “Open” to accept
this risk the rst time you run Continuity.

3. Within the unzipped folder, you will nd the
Continuity application and Resources folders.

On Linux with a Gnome GUI
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Installation

Run Continuity by double-clicking on the
Continuity.exe le or executing the launch.sh le.

Opening a Repository
File Repositories
File Repositories are the easiest way to get started
with Continuity. Use the “Open Repository” window
“Create or Open a File” tab to create or open a le
repository.

Type in the path to the le to create or open in the
“File Path” text box, or use the le browser button.
Continuity File Repositories all end with the “.xml” le
extension.

Database Repositories

Automatic Opening

Database Repositories allow you to share Continuity
models with other users by connecting to a common
database. Continuity supports three types of database
provider; PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server and
ODBC. Use the “Open Repository” window “Connect
to Repository” tab to enter your database repository’s
connection details.

Select “Open repository automatically on start” if you
want Continuity to open this repository automatically
when you launch it.

To setup your database repository, use the SQL
scripts in the Continuity download packages. You will
need access to a database server and tools that allow
you to create your database and run the SQL scripts.

File Repository Security
Online Web Repositories
Continuity le repositories are stored in clear text
unless you specify a passphrase with which to encrypt
your repository.
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When a passphrase is present, this will be used to
encrypt/decrypt the repository le when it is saved to
disk.

Online Web Repositories allow you to share Continuity
models with other users by connecting to common
web-based resources. This can be achieved over the
Internet or on your local network. To setup and use an
online web repository, please refer to the Continuity
Repository help guide.

Introduction Panel
When Continuity is opened for the rst time, an
Introduction window will be opened. This can be
hidden the next time you start Continuity by deselecting the “Open this again…” check-box.

Catalogues

Catalogue Elements

Views & Perspectives

Catalogues appear at the top of the “Repository
Browser” window on the left-hand side.

Catalogues contain model elements organised into
hierarchical package structures.

A view or perspective is a collection of diagrams
illustrating selected model elements at a “point-in-time”.

Model elements are the “things” that comprise your
model; objects, classes, processes, roles, people and
so on. Together these catalogues of model elements
will comprise a complete list of all the things in your
model, across all-of-time.

Views & perspectives are organised into iterations that
represent the “projects” that you are doing. Each
iteration comprises views & perspectives, which in turn
comprise diagrams.

Catalogues

Use the “Add New…” right-click menu option to add
new catalogues, packages and model elements to
your repository.

A view is a “single dimension” of your project (e.g.
Information, Deployment) whilst a perspective is a
“cross-cutting concern” that spans multiple views (e.g.
Security, Regulation).
Use the “Add New” right-click menu options to add
new iterations, views / perspectives, diagrams and
posters.

Views & Perspectives
Views & Perspectives appear at the bottom of the
“Repository Browser” window on the left side.

Views &
Perspectives

Posters are special types of diagrams that have content
layout guides built into them, to help you create nicely
laid-out diagrams for presentation to other people.

Using the Quick-Add Toolbox
The “quick-add toolbox” window is an easy way to
create model elements.
To open the quick-add toolbox window, open the
“Inspectors” panel to the right of the Continuity window
and navigate to the “Tools” / “Quick-Add” tab.
Use the wheel
on your mouse
or click-andgrab with your
mouse cursor
(or nger if
using a tablet)
to scroll the
Quick-Add
Toolbox up
and down to
access
di erent types
of shape.
Double-click
on a shape
type to add a
new model
element
underneath
your currently
selected catalogue/package/model element in the
repository browser.
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If you have an diagram open and active the new element
will also be added to the diagram.

The Continuity Toolbar
The Continuity Toolbar is a context-sensitive toolbar with di erent selections of toolbar buttons shown depending on the window or object that has focus.
The toolbar opens automatically when you start Continuity or select on any window or object that has Toolbar tools associated with it.
The following table gives a few examples of the Continuity Toolbar, with di erent selections of tools shown and descriptions of these tools in text below.

Catalogues Browser
Add New, Duplicate Selected Element, Flag for Delete, Delete Selected, Search, Code Generation, Diagram Themes, Inspectors, Settings, Fullscreen

Perspectives Browser
Add New Iteration, Add New View, Add New 2D Diagram, Add New 3D Diagram, Duplicate, Delete, Show Iteration Plan, Inspectors, Settings, Fullscreen
2D Diagram
Diagram Properties, Diagram Inspector, Undo, Show/Hide Grid, Lock Grid, Show/Hide Ruler, Zoom In, Zoom Out, Rotate, Scale, Layers, Paste, Print,
Save As Image, Inspectors, Settings, Fullscreen
2D Diagram Element
Properties, Undo, Copy Element, Paste Element, Cycle Shadow Styles, Cycle Border Styles, Group: Copy/Paste Format/Dimensions/Alignment, Bring to
Front, Send to Back, Align Left, Align Top, Group: Text Justi cations, Show/Hide Name, Show/Hide Stereotype, Show/Hide Alternative Image, Lock, Flag
for Delete, Remove from Diagram, Create Instance, Inspectors, Settings, Fullscreen
2D Diagram Association
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Association Properties, Undo, Reverse Direction, Cycle Arrows, Copy Format, Paste Format, Make Bezier, Settings, Fullscreen

Continuity Settings
The Continuity application has a number of settings that
you can con gure using the “Continuity Settings”
window.
Open the Continuity Settings window by right-clicking on
the Repository Window’s Catalogues Browser and
selecting “Settings / Continuity Settings…” or clicking on
the [Settings] toolbar button.

Using the Continuity Settings window, you can
con gure:

Using the Guidance Panel

•

Diagram Background colour.

•

Diagram Font (default font used on Diagrams).

•

Line Width (default line with used for associations
and borders).

Continuity provides a context-sensitive guidance panel
which gives a description of the window or object that
currently has focus. This is useful when you are learning
how Continuity works.

•

Show Grid, Grid Width.

•

View Font (font used for Continuity windows).

•

Visual Theme, Size of Continuity Toolbar icons,
Window Opacity.

•

Strictness of matches for duplicate element autochecking.

•

Whether or not to detect hand-drawn shapes.

Open the “Guidance Panel” by right-clicking on the
Repository Window’s Catalogues Browser and selecting
“Help / Open Guidance Panel…”.
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The
Guidance Panel will
change the content
it displays whenever
you move your
mouse cursor over
a new window or
object.

2D Diagrams

2D Posters

Using the 2D Diagram Inspector

Beautiful diagrams are what Continuity is all about.
Diagrams contain representations of the model
elements in your catalogues.

Posters are special types of diagram that have layout
guides to help you create nicely laid-out diagrams that
you will be presenting to other people or printing out and
tacking to a wall for display.

The “2D Diagram Inspector” window can be used to
setup the properties of the currently active diagram or
poster. Right-click on empty diagram space and select
“Open Diagram Inspector…” or click the [Diagram
Inspector] toolbar button.
The diagram
inspector has
tabs that allow
you to alter
the diagram
layout, grid
styles and
background
styles.

When you have created a new 2D Diagram or Poster,
simply drag-and-drop model elements from the
“Repository Browser” window to create
representations of them on your diagram.
Double-click on a
diagram’s empty
space (or rightclick and use the
“Diagram
Properties…”
menu option) to
bring-up the
“Diagram
Properties”
window. Use this
to change the
diagram’s size, colour, grid, ruler and other properties.

You can change the layout guides of a poster diagram
using the “Diagram Properties” window “Poster” tab.

Handy Hint
Handy Hint
Much of Continuity’s functionality can be
accessed using right-click context menus. If in
doubt, right-click and see what menu pop’s up!

The Diagram Inspector has a “Highlighter” tab
which allows you to enter criteria to highlight
shapes on the currently active diagram.

Diagram Highlighting

Grid Styles

Diagram Layout

You can highlight elements that meet certain criteria on
a 2D Diagram using the “Highlighter” tab of the
Diagram Inspector window. Highlighted elements
appear or a diagram with a yellow highlight/surround.

Continuity has various in-built grid styles for 2D
Diagrams. These can be changed using either the 2D
Diagram Properties window or the 2D Diagram Inspector.

2D Diagram layout options can be changed using the 2D
Diagram Properties window or the 2D Diagram Inspector.

Classical

Modern

Conditional Formatting
The “Conditional Formatting” tab of the 2D Diagram
Inspector window allows you to format element
background and foreground colouring based on
attributes of those elements matching a set of criteria
that you de ne.

fi

•

Paper Size

•

Grid Size, Style and Snap-to-Grid

•

Ruler Visibility and Style

•

Diagram Background Colour

•

Diagram Zoom

From the 2D Diagram Inspector window, you can alter:
Geometry

Ruled

Isometric

For example, you might want to highlight or colour all
elements with a name that contains “BOB” with a
yellow background and red foreground.

From the 2D Diagram Properties window, you can alter:

•

Diagram Zoom

•

Grid Size, Style and Snap-to-Grid

•

Ruler Visibility and Style

•

Diagram Background Colour

Element Properties

Hand-Drawn Markup

Using the Format Inspector

The “Element Properties” window allows you to
change properties of a model element. There are three
ways of accessing the Element Properties window:

Hand-drawn
markup tools such
as brushes, pens,
markers and
pencils allow you
to sketch shapes
in free-hand on a
diagram.

The “Format Inspector” can be used to setup the visual
formatting options for the currently selected model
element, association or diagram.

•

Double-click on a model element representation
on a diagram (or right-click and select
“Element Properties…”), or

•

Select a model element representation on a
diagram and then select the [Properties]
toolbar button, or

•

Double-click on a model element in the
“Repository Browser” window (or right-click
and select “Properties…”).

Hand-drawn markup
tools are available on the “Freehand” toolbox within the
“Tools” inspector.
Select and de-select a markup tool by clicking on it in
the toolbox. When a tool is active it will have a blue box
around it.
Changing Markup Tool Format
To change formatting options for the markup you create,
right-click on the “Markup Tools” window and select
“Open Markup Format…”.
Using Oblique / Orthogonal Drawing Guides

When accessed from a diagram, the Element
Properties window will display tabs that allow you to
change the appearance of the model element on that
diagram (styles, images, custom shapes and so on).

The menu options “Lock to Oblique” and “Lock to
Orthogonal” allow you to easily hand-draw straight lines
that are aligned to
oblique or
orthogonal
geometry on a
diagram. This is
useful if you want
to hand-draw tidylooking 3D or 2D
objects.

The “Format
Inspector” has
tabs that allow
you to adjust the
currently selected
item’s shape
format (colours,
borders,
shadows, 3D
perspective,
rotation), text
format (font, size),
orientation
(rotation, depth)
and displayed
characteristics.
Please note that
some element
types don’t allow
all formatting
options to be
changed. This is
because there
maybe
constraints as to
how they look
based on the
syntax of their
related modelling
language.

Formatting Shortcuts

2D Diagram Layers

Using the Properties Inspector

Continuity provides key-board shortcuts and menu
options to allow you to quickly and easily copy and
paste formats from one element to another on a
diagram or between diagrams.

Diagram Layers allow you to easily show or hide
collections of elements on a diagram.

The “Properties Inspector” allows you to view and edit
basic element properties without opening an Element’s
Properties window. You can also use the Properties
Inspector to view the Associations the currently selected
element has with other elements in your model.

Open the “Layers”
window by right-clicking
on a 2D Diagram and
selecting “Diagram
Layers…” or selecting
empty space on the 2D
Diagram and then clicking
the [Diagram Layers]
toolbar button.
Add and remove Layers
using the + and - buttons.
You can also use this
window to show/hide
freehand markup on your
2D Diagram.

Handy Hint

ff

Use the “Paste from Colour Wheel” option to
paste colours that compliment your copied
format and keep your diagram colour scheme
in-check!

Associate an element on a 2D Diagram with a Layer by
right-clicking the
element and
selecting
“Layers”, then
selecting the
Layer you want
that element to
be part of.
Turn Layers on
and o by
selecting them in
the “Layers”
window.

2D Diagram Perspectives

2D Diagram Themes

Continuity can provide certain 2D shapes with a
pseudo-3D look called “Diagram Perspective”.

Diagram Themes allow you to quickly style a diagram according to a preset “theme” that de nes how a diagram looks
and feels. Continuity allows you to create and edit themes and to import and export themes so that you can share them
with others. Several themes are available for download on the Continuity web site and also come packaged in the
“Resources” folder of the Continuity .zip download.

You can con gure an element to show “Diagram
Perspective” through the element properties window
or the Format Inspector.

fi
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You can change the “Diagram Centre” by right-clicking
on the blank space of a 2D Diagram and selecting
“Perspectives / Adjust Centre…”.

Managing Diagram Themes

To apply a theme to a diagram, right-click over blank
space on the diagram and select “Choose Theme /
<theme>”.

Diagram Themes can be created, edited, imported and
exported using the “Diagram Theme Manager”
window. Open this window by right-clicking on the
Repository window Catalogues Browser and selecting
“Settings / Diagram Themes…” or selecting the
[Diagram Themes] toolbar button.

Once selected, all of the elements on a diagram will be
styled using the theme. Any new elements you add to
the diagram will automatically acquire the selected
theme as well.
Note: When a diagram theme is applied, you can still
edit or adjust the format of elements. However, if you
re-apply the diagram theme then these adjustments
will be overridden.

fi

Any rectangular element shape can be con gured to
display perspective lines that hint at 3D “depth”, with
all such elements on a given 2D Diagram drawing
perspective lines to
a common point on
the diagram (the
“Diagram Centre”).
Perspective lines
change depending
on the location of
the element shape
on the Diagram and
the position of the
“Diagram Centre”.

Applying a Diagram Theme

Handy Hint
Use the “Copy” and “Paste” context menu
options on the MetaTypes list to quickly copy
and paste formats between MetaTypes in the
Diagram Theme Manager.

3D Diagrams
Continuity has capability to create basic 3D Diagrams.
These are currently more basic in terms of graphical
e ects and features than 2D Diagrams, however they do
allow you to start representing your ideas in 3D.

Once you have created your 3D Diagram, you can dragand-drop elements from the Repository window’s
Catalogues browser on to it, in the same way as you do
for 2D Diagrams.

The “E ects” tab of the 3D Diagram inspector provides
some simple e ects and e ects presets. The “ yby”
slider allows you to move your diagram’s perspective as
if you are “ ying by” your model across the page.

You can move, resize and reformat the elements that
you drag on to your 3D Diagram using the same
mechanisms that you use for 2D Diagrams.

The “Camera” and “Observer” tabs give you some more
sophisticated control over the position of the camera and
observer for the 3D Diagram, which control the angles
and distances from which image in the 3D Diagram is
viewed.

Currently, Continuity has capability to present 3D
Diagrams using a perspective projection. It is planned
that Continuity will incorporate more projection types in
future, such as orthographic and isometric projections.
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To create a 3D
Diagram, either
right-click on a
View/
Perspective
within the
Repository
window’s Views
& Perspectives
browser and
select “Add New
3D Diagram…”
or select the
[Add New 3D Diagram] toolbar button. Enter a new name
for your 3D Diagram using the dialogue that appears.
There are three 3D projection options: Perspective,
Isometric
and
Oblique .

3D Diagram Inspector
The “3D Diagram Inspector” window allows you to
adjust some of the 3D properties of your 3D diagram.
The 3D Diagram Inspector window can be opened by
selecting on blank space of your 3D Diagram and
selecting the [Diagram Inspector] toolbar button, or
right-clicking on the 3D Diagram and selecting the
“Open 3D Diagram Inspector…” menu option.

Searching a Continuity Repository
The “Search Continuity Repository” window provides you
the capability to search and query your repository.
There are two types of search, “Simple” and “Fuzzy”:
•

•

Simple searches perform a “contains” search across
element name, description and notes. Items that
contain the search text you enter will be displayed
when you execute this type of search.
Fuzzy searches perform a “similar to” search across
an element name, description and notes. Items that
are “similar to” the search text you enter will be
displayed when you execute this type of search.

Handy Hint
Use can adjust the “fuzziness” of Fuzzy
searches by altering the “sensitivity” slider.

To open the “Search Continuity Repository” window, rightclick the Repository window’s Catalogue Browser and
select “Search…” or select the [Search] toolbar button.
Queries
If your repository is a database repository, you can use the
“Query” tab of the window to write and execute SQL
queries against the Continuity repository database. This
allows you to perform advanced searches directly against
the database.

fi

fi

Using Search & Find

Find Similar

Find in Views

You can use the “Find Similar” menu option in the
Repository window’s
Catalogues Browser to
locate packages and
elements that are “similar” in
name.

You can use the “Find in Views” menu option in the
Repository windows Catalogue’s
Browser to locate diagrams that a
given element is represented on.

This is useful if you want to
nd possible duplicates but
are not sure of spelling or
want to nd related
elements.
Start by right-clicking a package or element in the
Repository
window’s
Catalogue
Browser and
then
selecting the
menu option
“Find / Find
Similar…”.
This will open
a window called “Find Similar Elements…” which will
show any similar elements in the repository.

Start by right-clicking a package
or element in the Repository
window’s Catalogue Browser and
then selecting the menu option
“Find / Find in Views…”. This will
open a window called “Find
Element in Views…” which will
display any diagrams that have
representations of your selected package or element.
Double-click on a diagram listed in this view to open it.

2D Custom Shapes

2D Custom Images

Any element representation on a 2D diagram can be customised above and beyond
formatting using the “Custom Shape” tab of the Element Properties window.

Any element representation on a 2D diagram can be customised to show an image
rather than the element’s shape. This is con gured using the “Custom Image” tab of
the Element Properties window.

To open this window, either double-click on a representation of an element in a
diagram, or right-click the element on the diagram and select “Element Properties”, or
select the [Properties] toolbar button.
Apply a Custom Shape to your selected element representation on the diagram by
selecting the “Apply Custom Shape “ checkbox.
Custom Shapes are de ned using script. You can either use a functional script
(Monoscript/C#) or Continuity’s own declarative object notation called “CDON”.

fi

fi

For a complete guide on writing CDON scripts for Custom Shapes, please refer to the
CDON User Guide on the Continuity web site. You can also use the “Show Guide…”
button to show some brief instructions within the Continuity Guidance Panel.

To open this window, either double-click on a representation of an element in a
diagram, or right-click the element on the diagram and select “Element Properties”, or
select the [Properties] toolbar button.
Apply a Custom Image to your selected element representation on the diagram by
selecting the “Apply Custom Image” checkbox. Select an image by selecting one of
the images loaded in the “Custom Images” list below this checkbox. If no images are
loaded, right-click over the “Custom Images” list and select the “Manage Repository
Images…” menu item to add new images.

A composite element is an element that has an internal
structure represented using a diagram. In Continuity you
can “drill down” from an element on one diagram
through to the diagram that represents the element’s
internal structure. You can perform this “drill down”
action by double-clicking on a composite element on a
diagram.
Note: Continuity’s default behaviour when you doubleclick on an element on a diagram is to open that
element’s Element Properties window. This behaviour
changes for composite elements, in which the composite
diagram is instead opened.
A composite element can be recognised by looking for
an in nity symbol “” in the element’s bottom right-hand
corner, as follows:

Composite Associations
A composite association is an association that you can
link a diagram to in a similar way as with composite
elements. This allows you to “drill-down” to a diagram
that describes the associations sub-associations or
ows.

When you see this symbol, it means that the element is a
composite element.
To setup an element as a composite element, you will
need to locate the element on a 2D Diagram. Select the
element using a right-click and nd the “Composite”
menu item from the context menu that appears. The
“Link” sub-menu allows you to select the diagram that
represents the composite elements internal structure.

fi

You can return an element to not being a composite by
selecting the “Clear” menu item.
fi

fl

When you double-click on a composite association on a
diagram, Continuity will open the associated composite
diagram.

Composite Elements &
Associations

Meta-Types / Manage Types…” menu option.

User-De ned Meta-Types
In Continuity, the term “Meta-Type” is used to describe
the types of elements that can be created in your model.
For example, “UML2 Class” or “BPMN2 Process” are
both meta-types, or types of elements. These are called
meta-types because each element can itself be a type
(for example, an instance of a UML2 Class is itself a
type).
In addition to the large number of in-built meta-types in
Continuity, you can also de ne your own meta-types.
These are called “User-De ned Meta-Types”.
Formal Naming
All meta-types are named formally using a quali ed
name which is comprised of a namespace and a name
separated by a double-colon “::”. For example, the
quali ed name of the UML2 Class meta-type is
“uml2::class” and that of the BPMN2 Process is
“bpmn2::process”. The namespace part of the quali ed
name describes the set of meta-types within which the
name part is unique.
The namespace for all User-De ned Meta-Types in
Continuity is “umt” (meaning “user meta type”). This
means that all the meta-types you create yourself will be
managed within the this namespace and be given a
namespace pre x of “umt”. For example, if you create a
meta-type called “bob” then the quali ed name for this
will be “umt::bob” in Continuity.
Managing User-De ned Meta-Types
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User-De ned Meta-Types can be managed using the
“Manage User Meta-Types” window. This can be opened
by right-clicking on the Repository window’s Catalogues
Browser and selecting the “Settings / User

Creating a new User Meta-Type

Importing User-De ned Meta-Types

Start by entering a new “Common Name” for you metatype. You will notice that the quali ed name of the new
meta-type is automatically updated to re ect the “umt”
namespace.

User-De ned Meta-Types can be de ned in a le (XML)
and imported into Continuity. This allows you to create
new meta-types and share them across di erent
repositories and users.

Next, de ne the way elements of your meta-type will
look and feel. You can either:

There are several User-De ned Meta-Type les available
on the Continuity web site that can be downloaded and
imported into Continuity. These contain an array of
additional meta-types and shapes in addition to the ones
that are built-in to Continuity.

•

Use the “Design Surface” tab to draw in free-hand
the shape for your meta-type, or

•

Use the “Declarative Script” tab to de ne the shape
for your meta-type using the Continuity Declarative
Object Notation script language “CDON” (see our
speci c Guide on CDON for further details, which is
available on the Continuity web site).

Once you are happy with the way your meta-type’s
shape looks, click “Save” to save the meta-type. This
will now be available for you to use in your model when
you add new elements.

To import a User-De ned Meta-Types XML le, right-click
on the Repository window’s Catalogues Browser and
select “Settings / User Meta-Types / Import from Xml…”
and select a le to import.
Once you have imported a User-De ned Meta-Types le,
these will be available to you to use in your model.

Link Navigator

Import & Export XML / XMI

The Link Navigator allows you to quickly navigate the associations between elements in your model, without needing
to build diagrams or look through the “Associations” tabs of either the Element Properties window or Element
Properties Inspector. This can be useful if you’re wanting to understand how chains of elements are related to each
other.

The Catalogues of a Continuity repository can be
exported and imported to and from le. There are two le
formats that can be used:

You can open the Link Navigator window by right-clicking on a package or element in the Repository window’s
Catalogues browser and selecting “Link Navigator…” from the context menu.
On the left-side of the Link Navigator is a column with a single a box representing the currently selected element.
This is called the “root” element.
Any elements that are
directly associated
with the root element
are shown in the
middle column.
You can select
elements in the
middle-column:

•

Double-click any
element in the middle-column to move them to the left-hand column of the Link Navigator to be treated as the
“root” element.

fi

Single-click any
element in the
middle-column to
select them. Any
elements that are
associated with
this selected
element will be
shown in righthand column of
the window.

fi

•

•

Continuity proprietary XML format, or

•

Object Management Group XMI version 2.1.

The export and import functions can be found on the
Repository window’s Catalogue browser’s context menu,
under the “Export” and “Import” menu options. To open
this menu, right-click on the Catalogue browser.

Flag for Delete

Iteration Plans

Continuity allows you to highlight elements within your
model that you would like to delete before taking the
plunge and deleting them. This is called “Flag for
Delete”. Elements that you ag for delete will be:

Iteration Plans are an advanced way in which to organise and manage your model. As described at the beginning
of this guide, the term Iteration is used to describe a point-in-time endeavour or event for which you would like to
assemble a set of views and perspectives containing diagrams. An iteration could be a project, a stage gate, a
known point in a journey and so on.

•

Highlighted on any diagrams they appear on with a
red/pink highlight, and

•

Displayed in the Repository window’s Catalogues
browser with “[Flagged for Delete]” appended to
the name.

Continuity allows you to record the order in which iterations are expected to occur. For example, Project A might
complete before Project B, which in turn needs to complete before Project C. Using Continuity’s “Iteration Plan”
window you can specify the order in which Iterations occur and which Iterations are dependent on which Iterations.

Flagging an element for delete is useful if you are
considering removing it but are not sure yet whether
you can. This may be the case for example if multiple
people are using the element, or if you think that the
element may be a duplicate of another.
To ag for delete, you can either:
•

Select the element in the Catalogues browser,
right-click and on the context menu that appears
select/check the “Flag for Delete” menu option.

•

Locate the element on a diagram, select it and
click the [Flag for Delete] toolbar button.

•

Locate the element on a diagram, right-click it with
your mouse and select “Flag for Delete” on the
context menu that appears.

By specifying the lifecycle of an element (which iteration it is introduced in and which it is retired in) you can then
use the Iteration Plan tab of the “2D Diagram Inspector” window to highlight elements on a diagram that are
introduced, active or retired in a given iteration. This is very useful if you would like to study and describe the
evolution of your model over time.
To open the “Iteration Plan” window, right-select on
the Repository window’s Views &
Perspectives browser and select
“Show Iteration Plan…” or select the
[Iteration Plan] toolbar button.

Once you have set the Iteration Plan and the iteration
lifecycle of your elements, you can now use the “2D
Diagram Inspector” window’s “Iteration Plan” tab to
highlight elements on diagrams.

fl

On the “Iteration Plan” window, you will see all of the
Iterations in your repository. Select and drag from one
Iteration to another in order to set the order of
dependency between them. You can reset the
ordering by dragging to an “Initial” circle.
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You can set the Iteration lifecycle of an element (on
which iteration it is introduced and which retired) by
opening the “Element Properties” window for the
element in question and selecting the “Features /
Lifecycle” tab.

Special Element Meta-Types
This section provides details on a number of ‘special element meta-types’ that have speci c or extended functionality that others do not. Elements typed according to these
meta-types will have this functionality.
Shape

Meta-Type

Description

Details

ArcWorx Pie

awx::pie

A ‘pie chart’ shape that allows
you to specify segments.

Pie segments are speci ed using Tagged Values. Add a new Tagged Value to an Element with
the meta-type “awx::pie” using the following Name/Value format:
Name: segment:<segment-name>
Value: <a decimal value between 0 and 1>
The segment: pre x in the Name eld tells Continuity that you are specifying a Pie segment.
Replace the “<segment-name>” part of the Name eld above with the name of your new
segment. The Value eld needs to be a decimal between 0 and 1 that represents the % size of
the Pie of your new segment.
If there is an error interpreting either the Name or Value elds, Continuity will not display the
segment on your Pie shape.

ArcWorx Agile
Shapes

agile::*

A set of shapes for agile projects Continuity’s Agile shapes include:
that can be prioritised for the
purposes of agile planning.
• Functional Requirement shapes, being Epics (agile::epic), User Stories (agile::story).
• Project Management shapes, being Sprints (agile::sprint) and groups of sprints called
Seasons (agile::season).
• Work ow shapes, being Kanban Columns (agile::column) and Tickets (agile::ticket).
All agile shapes can be prioritised using the Features / Prioritisation tab on the Element
Properties window. On this tab you can specify:
• The priority of the element, being an integer value greater than or equal to 1.
• The set of elements that this element is prioritised against.
Priority is shown on an element’s shape using a red circle displayed in the bottom-left corner of
the shape.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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The set of elements is speci ed using another element as a mechanism to “group” them. Use
the “Group By” drop down to specify the “group by” element. In the example to the left, Story A
and Story B are “grouped by” Epic A.

Special Element Meta-Types
This section provides details on a number of ‘special element meta-types’ that have speci c or extended functionality that others do not. Elements typed according to these
meta-types will have this functionality.
Shape

Meta-Type

Description

Details

ArcWorx Graph

awx::graph

A shape that plots the graph of a The function to plot is speci ed using Tagged Values. Add a new Tagged Value to an Element
function.
with the meta-type “awx::graph” using the following Name/Value format:
Name: function
Value: <function text>
•
•

The text “function” in the Name eld tells Continuity that you are specifying a function to plot.
The function text in Value eld speci es the function to plot.

If there is an error interpreting either the Name or Value elds, Continuity will not display the
function plot on your Graph shape.
Function Syntax
Please note that accepted function speci cations are for a single variable only, called “x”. Multivariable functions cannot be speci ed.
Simple functions using add, subtract, multiply and divide can be speci ed using +, -, * and /
symbols respectively. For example 10*x+5. Parenthesis can be used to specify calculation
precedent, such as 10*(x+5).
More complex functions involving trigonometry (such as sine, cosine and tangent), square-root,
power, derivatives, integrals and so on can be speci ed using text equivalent of the required
maths function. For example sin(x), sqrt(x), x^2, der(sin(x),x), 2*int(sqrt(1-x^2),x,-1,1) and so
on.
Example Functions
-10*x
sin(x)*cos(x)
(0.01*(x^2))+(0.01*x)+10
100*sin(0.1x)*cos(sqrt(x)) [this example is illustrated in the plot shown top-left]
100*sin(x)*cos(sqrt(x))+(0.01*x)+10 [this example is illustrated in the plot shown bottom-left]

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

•
•
•
•
•

Special Element Meta-Types
This section provides details on a number of ‘special element meta-types’ that have speci c or extended functionality that others do not. Elements typed according to these
meta-types will have this functionality.
Shape

Meta-Type

Description

Details

ArcWorx Donut

awx::donut

A donut shape that allows partial The donut’s segment size and breadth is speci ed using Tagged Values. Add new Tagged Values
donuts.
to an Element with the meta-type “awx::donut” using the following Name/Value format:
Name: angle-start
Value: <an integer value between 0 and 360>
Name: angle-end
Value: <an integer value between 0 and 360>
Name: donut-breadth
Value: <an integer value>
The angle-start value eld needs to be an integer between 0 and 360 that represents the angle
(in degrees) that the donut’s segment begins. The default if this TaggedValue is not provided is 0
degrees.
The angle-end value eld needs to be an integer between 0 and 360 that represents the angle (in
degrees) that the donut’s segment nishes. The default if this TaggedValue is not provided is 270
degrees.
The donut-breadth value eld needs to be an integer and represents the breadth of the donut’s
segment. The default if this TaggedValue is not provided is 20.

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

If there is an error interpreting either the Name or Value elds, Continuity will not display your
Donut shape.

